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Overview

• Background 

• Federal Court & Federal Court of Appeal 
Decisions

• Application for Leave to Appeal – SCC

• Implications for Specific Claims



Background 

• In 1929 Canada flooded over 11,000 acres 

of Lac Seul’s reserves following the 

construction of a dam at Lower Ears Falls

•Flooding resulted in significant losses and 

hardship for Lac Seul

•Lands remain flooded today



Background 

• No surrender or expropriation of reserve 

prior to flooding

• No legal instrument in place to authorize 

ongoing flooding

• No compensation to Lac Seul until 1940s



Background 

• 1985 – Lac Seul files a specific claim in 

relation to flooding

• 1991 – Lac Seul files civil action in Federal 

Court

• 2016 – Southwind trial is heard 



Federal Court Decision

• Canada breached its fiduciary duties to 

Lac Seul

• Lac Seul is entitled to $30 million in 

equitable compensation 

• No duty to negotiate benefit-sharing 

agreement 



Federal Court Decision

• Canada failed to comply with Indian Act 

requirements for expropriation or surrender

• Flooding would have occurred regardless of 

whether Lac Seul consented

• Canada could have also relied on 

“appropriation” clause in Treaty #3



Federal Court of Appeal  

Decision

• Lac Seul appealed Federal Court’s 

approach to equitable compensation 

• FCA decision released in 2019

• Majority upheld trial judge’s decision 

and dismissed appeal



Federal Court of Appeal 

Decision 

Majority: 

• No error in declining to award 

compensation for failure to negotiate 

benefit-sharing agreement

• No error in assessment of compensation 

for flooded lands



Federal Court of Appeal 

Decision 

Dissent:

• Federal Court erred in its approach to 
assessing equitable compensation

• The possibility that Lac Seul would have 
negotiated a surrender for a payment above 
fair market value was a “realistic contingency”

• Matter should be remitted back to Federal 
Court 



Application for Leave to Appeal 

to Supreme Court

• Lac Seul filed application for leave to appeal 
in September 2019 

• Court will grant leave to appeal if matter is of 
sufficient public or national importance

• If the application is successful, other groups 
may apply to intervene 



Implications

Calculation of compensation:

• Calculation of compensation for on and off 
reserve losses could affect First Nations 
with claims for unlawful taking of land

• Calculation of compensation in Southwind 
could affect application of Specific Claims 
Tribunal Act 



Implications

Expropriation of reserves:

• Suggests the Crown’s unlawful taking was a 
de facto expropriation

• Does not account for unique Crown-
Indigenous relationship

• Could disincentivize compliance with lawful 
obligations 



Implications

Treaty appropriation provision:

• Trial decision interpreted “appropriation” clause 
without evidentiary record or Indigenous 
perspective 

• Conclusion not challenged by the FCA

• Approach is inconsistent with treaty 
interpretation principles



Thank you for your time

Visit our website & join our mailing list for our 
latest 

blog postings on Aboriginal Law

Contact: kgunn@firstpeopleslaw.com


